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Squirrel: ePToF
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DAQ PToF sticks

Preprocessed PToF sticks

Subtract DC 
markers 

Apply frag waves
Possible AB corr, 

ug/m3

Possible average 
in Run time, Dva

Values of PToF parameters in the DC panel at the 
time of pre-process are ones that are used. The user 
can subsequently change these parameters but they 
have no effect unless the user recalculates by either 
(1) the pre-process button or (2) the corrections/PToF
DC marker selection & button.

All (non ePToF) calculations are done on a run-by run 
basis, so that using time dependent frags for PToF
sticks is possible.  

All (non ePToF) DC marker calculations are iterative...
For non-ePToF PToF data, one could recalculate 
‘correct’ PToF sticks with different DC marker regions 
using data with the already-DC-marker-subtracted 
data. This DC marker correction simply shifts the PToF
profiles up and down.

Convert 
to Hz

3

Overview  - Analysis picture for Squirrel 1.57 and previous
Single slit PToF ePToF = Multi slit PToF

)

This is also true for ePToF; 
the DC marker panel is now 
called the PToF and ePToF
panel; it accommodates both 
types of PToF data.

This was true in 1.57 and 
previous, not necessarily true 
in 1.58+.  Users can choose to 
deconvolve an average of 
ePToF runs.  The difference 
between these options can be 
thought of as 
deconv(AvgRuns()) or 
AvgRuns(deconv()).

This is never true for ePToF.  
If a user selects different 
deconvolution parameters 
one must ‘start over’.



DAQ PToF sticks

Preprocessed ePToF sticks

Apply Frag 
waves

Average in 
Run time (AB 

corr, flow 
rate)

Average in 
Dva

Option A - Average runs first,
before deconvolving

Convert 
to Hz

Deconvolve

DAQ ePToF sticks

Apply frag 
waves

Possible AB 
corr, ug/m3

Average in 
Run time, Dva

Convert 
to Hz

Option D - Deconvolve first, 
before run averaging Option D

Pros:  
(i) Overall analysis is similar to PToF and thus easier 
to understand for most users.
(ii) Quicker calculations if deconvolution type will be 
the same for all runs (deconvolution is done once) 
and isn’t helped too much by averaging runs.
(iii) Allows for possible time dependent frags.
Cons:
(i) Deconvolution not optimal for low signals

ePToF analysis – When to deconvolve

Option A Pros:  
(i) Preprocessing is faster , but generating PToF
products is slower (because deconvolution 
happens when a product is generated)
(ii) Optimal from a deconvolution standpoint due 
to better signal to noise
Cons:
(ii) Does not allow for time dependent frags

OR

Deconvolve

Preprocessed ePToF sticks



ePToF analysis– How to deconvolve There are 3 options:

 Don’t Deconvolve
 Data is still encoded and thus not 

size resolved; Users have the 
option of deconvolving later (via 
Option A in prev. slide).

 Simple Matrix Inversion
 Computationally fast, and still the 

default; resulting PToF data is 
nosier because it is not smoothed 
(by default) 

 TofWerk Deconvolution
 Applies a low pass filter & 

smooths data in PToF dimension 
to highlight correlations of 
successive open/closed. Any 
smoothing in the PToF dimension 
necessitates that a scaling factor 
be applied.



ePToF deconvolution – How examples Single run, NH4NO3 calibration, MS levels of ~ 1ug/m3

Undeconvolved

Simple Matrix Inversion

Tofwerk Decon. (without 
scaling factor applied)

The simple matrix 
deconvolution retains a lot of 
noise; the Tofwerk
deconvolution *can* result in 
visually misleading hills and 
dips which should not be 
interpreted as ‘real’.  In all 
cases the yellow region 
corresponds to where a 
background average was 
found and subtracted.

m/z 30 m/z 16 



If you do not deconvolve at the preprocess step, you can deconvolve
the run-averaged data when you generate a product

If you do deconvolve at the preprocess step, you cannot 
deconvolve when you generate a product

ePToF analysis– When to deconvolve



ePToF deconv. – when/how examples 6 run todo wave, NH4NO3 calibration, 1µg/m3

For Undeconvolved and Simple Matrix Inversion there is no difference in result for options D and A

Tofwerk decon. without scaling 
factor has very slight differencesDeconvolve first, then average runs (option D) Average runs, then deconvolve (option A)

m/z 30 
m/z 16 
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ePToF :  Introducing ePToFSum, ePToFSumDiff, ‘raw’ and ‘stick’
ePToFSum =  
ePToF matrix summed in the PToF dimension;
result is a 1D spectrum with ~ ½ closed, ½ open

Is NOT dependent on any deconvolution, so this 
only needs to be preprocessed once per run.

ePToFSumDiff =  
ePToFSum – MSClosed (MS closed is 
interpolated across ePToF runs if there is no MS 
closed for this run.)



ePToF deconv. – Tofwerk deconv. scaling introduction
From either the top Igor menu ‘AMS – Misc –
Tofwerk ePToF Deconvolution - Details of TW EPToF
Single PToF Matrix Deconvolution’ OR the button in 
the DC Marker & ePToF Tool panel 

this panel is available.  It is very similar to the DC 
Marker & ePToF Tool panel, but provides more 
information regarding the Tofwerk deconvolution.

It indicates estimated noise of the undeconvolved
PToF profile, the box width (smoothing parameter, 
from 1 to 8) and scaling factor.

Scaling factor =
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.∗ 𝑒𝑒

where 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.∗ is the deconvolved PToF
profile before a scaling factor has been applied.  
(Recall that the ePToFSumDiff has the MS Closed 
values subtracted.)  For m/zs with low signal, these 
scaling factors can become problematic.
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ePToF deconv. – when/how examples 6 run todo wave, NH4NO3 calibration, 1µg/m3

For Undeconvolved and Simple Matrix Inversion there is no difference in result for options D and A

Tofwerk deconvolution 
WITHOUT scaling
(very slight differences)

Deconvolve first, then average runs (option D) Average runs, then deconvolve (option A)
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Tofwerk deconvolution 
WITH scaling
(significant differences)

For a single run out of 
6, the scalar was 
negative; this 
‘removed’ the peak.
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ePToF deconv. – when/how examples 6 run todo wave, NH4NO3 calibration, 1µg/m3

For Undeconvolved and Simple Matrix Inversion there is no difference in result for options D and A

Tofwerk deconvolution 
WITHOUT scaling
(significant differences)

Deconvolve first, then average runs (option D) Average runs, then deconvolve (option A)

Tofwerk deconvolution 
WITH scaling
(significant differences)
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Y axis change by 50x !!



ePToF deconvolution Summary
WHEN TO DECONVOLVE
In Squirrel 1.60 and previous, the default option is to deconvolve each run at the 
preprocess step.  This is in order to retain the possible use time dependent UMR frag 
waves, such as for the Org 44 CO2 correction.

HOW TO DECONVOLVE
In Squirrel 1.60 and previous, the default option is the simple matrix inversion (with no 
smoothing) to avoid possible incorrect interpretation of low signal m/zs. 

However, for m/zs with higher signal to noise ratio (either via averaging over many runs 
for from high loading data) the Tofwerk deconvolution with ePToFSumDiff scaling may 
prove useful. 
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